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We develop a new approach to the measure extension problem, based on non-
standard analysis. The class of thick topological spaces, which includes all locally
compact and all K-analytic spaces, is introduced in this paper, and measure exten-
sion results of the following type are obtained: If (X, T) is a regular, Lindelo f, and
thick space, A/_[T] is a _-algebra, and & is a finite measure on A, inner regular
with respect to the closed sets in A, then & has a Radon extension. The methods
developed here allow us to improve on previously known extension results.  2000
Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Possibly the most basic problem in measure theory is the following:
Given a measure on a _-algebra, when can it be extended to a larger
_-algebra? If the measure is only required to be finitely additive, it is a conse-
quence of Zorn’s Lemma that extensions to any larger algebra always exist.
In particular, we can take the larger algebra to be the power set. To dis-
tinguish the finite and countably additive cases, from now on we shall use
the expression charge to denote a finitely additive measure on an algebra,
reserving the word measure for the countably additive charges defined on
_-algebras. The measures we deal with in this paper are always nonnegative
and finite.
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Unlike finite additivity, preserving countable additivity presents a variety
of difficulties. Sometimes extensions simply do not exist. In other cases,
asserting the existence of an extension amounts to assuming a new set
theoretic axiom, beyond those of Zermelo Fraenkel with Choice (ZFC);
this happens, for instance, with Banach’s problem, which asks whether
Lebesgue measure on [0, 1] can be extended to P([0, 1]). Caratheodory’s
outer measure construction yields the unique extension of a pre-measure &
on an algebra A to the completion of _[A] under &. If we want an exten-
sion to an even larger _-algebra, uniqueness will in general be lost. Going
beyond Caratheodory’s procedure, a first approach to obtain measure
extensions consists in utilizing the fact that a charge extension exists, and
then imposing an additional condition, of sequential domination type: A
family of sets B sequentially dominates C if for every decreasing sequence
[Cn] of sets in C with empty intersection (Cn a <) there exists a sequence
[Bn] in B such that Cn /Bn and Bn a <. If the smaller _-algebra sequen-
tially dominates the larger, or some selected subclass of the latter (such
as the closed sets for regular measures), then charge extensions are
actually countably additive. This approach is followed, for instance, in
[BaSu, Ad].
Suppose next that we have two measurable spaces (X, A) and (Y, B),
and a measurable onto function f : X  Y. Any measure & on (X, A) can be
‘‘pushed forward’’ to (Y, B) by means of the formula &( f &1 ( } )). If & is a
measure on (Y, B), the inverse problem consists in finding a measure + on
(X, A) such that +( f &1 ( } ))=&( } ). This problem has also been widely
investigated (see, for instance [Ed1, Er, Gra, LaRo2, Lu]). Sequential
domination conditions are in general not well suited to obtain extensions
from (X, f &1B) to (X, A), even for well behaved functions, so a second
method is used: Find a measurable selection g: Y  X for f, so g b f &1 is the
identity on Y, and use g to push & forward: + is defined by + :=& b g&1.
Thus selection theorems, when they are available (something which hap-
pens, for instance, in the context of analytic spaces), yield measure exten-
sion results.
In this paper we develop a third approach for topological measures,
based on nonstandard analysis, and more specifically on the Loeb measure
construction, which was introduced in [Lo1]. For background information
regarding both nonstandard analysis and Loeb measures, see [AHFL, Li].
Loeb measures are constructed in a nonstandard model starting from inter-
nal charges, so we can utilize the fact that internal charges always have
internal extensions. The crucial step, in order to obtain extensions by
‘‘pushing down’’ Loeb measures, is to determine whether an internal charge
can be extended from a sub-algebra to the internal Borel sets, without
changing the Loeb outer measure of the near standard points. When such
an extension exists, we call the internal charge remaining. The main
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difference between previous nonstandard work on the measure extension
problem (cf. [Lo2, LaRo1, AHFL]) and the present article lies precisely in
the study of this property.
The paper is organized as follows: Notation and basic definitions appear
at the end of this section and the beginning of the next. Section 2 includes
some background material, already known for internal charges, but stated
there for more general set functions, since we need to apply it to outer
charges also. In addition, we present a measure theoretic characterization
of Lindelo f spaces: A space is Lindelo f if and only if every 0&1 valued
measure defined on any _-algebra contained in the Borel sets is weakly
{-smooth (Theorem 2.8). From it a nonstandard characterization of
Lindelo f spaces is obtained. The definition of a remaining charge is introduced
in Section 3. Among other results, this notion allows us to characterize
when regular Borel extensions exist on Lindelo f spaces: A regular measure
&, defined on a sub-_-algebra of the Borel sets of a regular Lindelo f space,
has a regular Borel measure extension if and only if C& is remaining. The
next step consists in finding spaces for which remaining extensions of inter-
nal charges can always be found. Within the class of universally Loeb
measurable spaces, we shall say a space is thick if given any internal charge
& on a subalgebra of the internal Borel sets, & is remaining (formally, we
shall use a different, but equivalent, definition; cf. Definition 4.6 and
Theorem 4.7). We prove in Section 4 that locally compact spaces and
K-analytic spaces are thick. So are closed subsets and open Lindelo f subsets
of thick spaces. Section 5 contains applications to the measure extension
problem. On regular, thick, and Lindelo f spaces, Radon extensions of
regular measures always exist. As a consequence, we obtain the main result
of this section (Theorem 5.2). It states that any measure (not necessarily
regular), defined on a countably generated sub-_-algebra of the _-algebra
generated by the closed G$ subsets of a K-analytic space, has a Radon
extension. This generalizes a previous theorem on analytic spaces proven in
[Er, LaRo2, Lu]. We also show that C8 ech-complete spaces (a class that
includes, among others, all complete metric spaces) satisfy a weaker notion
of thickness, which is still useful for obtaining extensions. Finally, Section
6 shows that thickness is forward preserved by biquotient maps and
includes an extension theorem on preimage measures (Theorem 6.4), which
represents a more general version of a result obtained in [Ed1] by means
of selections.
For simplicity, in this paper theorems are stated in terms of measures
defined on sub-_-algebras of the Borel sets Bo(X ), and we speak of Borel
extensions. However, the Loeb measure construction can be applied
directly to pre-measures on algebras (so there is no need to use first
Caratheodory’s procedure). Furthermore, it yields extensions to the com-
pletion of Bo(X ), not just to Bo(X ). Thus, the condition A/Bo(X ) can be
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relaxed. All that is needed, given & on A, is to be able to approximate the
sets in A by sets in A & Bo(X ), within any =>0.
We shall always assume that nonstandard models are }-saturated, with
} larger than the cardinality of any standard set being considered. In
general, we shall use the term saturation rather than }-saturation. If a
family of sets has cardinality less than } we shall say it is an admissible
family. For a standard set A, _A is defined as _A :=[Cx: x # A]. Given a
topological space (X, T), the monad of a point x # X is the set m(x) :=
U # T, x # U CU, and ns( CX ) :=x # X m(x) is called the nearstandard points
of CX. The the inverse standard part map st&1: P(X)  P( CX ) is given by
st&1 (Q) :=x # Q m(x). Note that this definition does not require any
separation assumption on the topological space. If (X, T) is a Hausdorff
space, the standard part st(x) of an element x # nsCX is the unique point
x0 # X with x # m(x0). We call st: nsCX  X the standard part map. A set
S is universally Loeb measurable with respect to B if S is Loeb measurable
for all finite internal charges on B. If B is not specified, it is understood
that B= CBo(X ) (actually, when considering the Loeb measurability of
sets of the form st&1 (A), it makes no difference whether we are dealing
with the internal Borel sets, or with CP(X ), or any internal algebra con-
taining a Cbase of CX, cf. Theorem 2.2 of [Al]).
Finally we introduce some terminology from topological measure theory.
A zero set Z of X is a set of the form f &1 ([0]), where f is a real-valued
continuous function, and a set U is cozero if U c is a zero set. If A/P(Y)
and f : X  Y, then f &1A :=[B/X : there exists an A # A with
B= f &1 (A)]. Likewise, if B/P(X ), then fB :=[A/Y : there exists a
B # B with A= f (B)]. By a lattice of subsets of X we mean a collection of
sets in X which contains both X and < and is closed under finite unions
and intersections. We denote by K(X ), F(X ), Z(X), and G$ (X), the com-
pact, closed, zero, and G$ subsets of X, respectively. If T is a topology on
X, the closed sets with respect to T are also denoted by Tc. The _-algebra
Ba(X ) :=_[Z(X )] is called the Baire _-algebra, or Baire subsets of X, and
a measure defined on Ba(X ) is a Baire measure.
2. ON THE EQUATION L(&)(nsCX )=L(&)( CX )
Let A be a lattice over the set X and let & be a subadditive set function.
This simply means that & is a function from A into [0, ] with &(<)=0
and &(A _ B)&(A)+&(B) for every pair A, B # A. The outer set function
&A: P(X )  [0, ] is defined by
&A (B) :=inf[&(A) : A # A, B/A]
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and the inner set function &A , by
&A (B) :=sup[&(A) : A # A, B#A].
Assume now that S is an internal lattice on the internal set X, and that
&: S  C[0, ] is an internal subadditive set function. By transfer, the
meaning of &S (B) for each internal set B is clear. For an arbitrary subset
B, we define the values
L(&)(B) :=inf[st(&(A)) : A # S, B/A],
and
L(&)(B) :=sup[st(&(A)) : A # S, B#A].
We call L(&) and L(&) Loeb outer and inner measures of the set function &.
It is not difficult to check (we do it next) that the Loeb outer measure is
actually an outer measure, i.e., a countably subadditive function defined on
the (external) power set of X which vanishes on the empty set. Once this
is known, it is possible for us to define the Loeb measure L(&) as the
restriction of L(&) to the L(&)-measurable sets. So the notion of a Loeb
measure makes sense for a class of internal set functions larger than
internal charges.
2.1. Proposition. Let & be an internal subadditive set function defined
on an internal lattice A of subsets of X. Then L(&) is an outer measure.
Proof. Only countable subadditivity needs to be checked. So let An /Y
and suppose 1 L(&)(An)=a< (otherwise the inequality L(&)(n An)
1 L(&)(An) is trivial). Fix a standard =>0, and choose Bn # A such
that An /Bn and &(Bn)&2&n=<L(&)(An). By saturation, or overspill, we
can extend [Bn] to a hyperfinite sequence B1 , ..., BH such that H1 &(Bn)
a+=. By internal subadditivity
L(&) \.

1
An+& \.
H
1
Bn++=:
H
1
&(Bn)+=a+2=
and the result follows. K
From now on we shall assume, without further mention, that set func-
tions are subadditive. Note that, given an internal &, the function &A is an
internal object while L(&) is usually external. The next result describes the
relationship between &A and L(&) for internal subsets. The proof is routine
and therefore we omit it.
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2.2. Proposition. Let & be an internal finite set function on an internal
lattice A, and let B be an internal subset of the underlying (internal ) space.
Then
L(&)(B)=st(&A (B)).
When & is an internal charge defined on an internal algebra, L(&) and
L(&) are usually obtained in another way: First extend st(&) to the Loeb
measure L(&), and then let L(&) be the outer measure obtained from L(&).
It follows from Proposition 2.2 that if one starts with an internal charge &,
using either procedure one gets the same Loeb measure and the same Loeb
outer measure. This fact entails that if [An] is an increasing sequence of
sets, lim L(&)(An)=L(&)(n An), a useful result which does not hold for
arbitrary outer measures. In the case of Loeb outer measures, we have
lim L(&)(An)=L(&)(n An), even if & is not a charge, but simply an inter-
nal, strongly subadditive set function on a lattice. Such a result is a conse-
quence of the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [HeRo].
Recall that a collection of sets S is directed upwards if it is directed by
inclusion (in symbols, S A  S), and directed downwards (S a  S) if it
is directed by reverse inclusion. The proof of the next lemma is essentially
the same as in Theorem 1.1 of [LaRo1].
2.3. Lemma. Let & be an internal finite set function on an internal lattice
A, and let S be an admissible family of internal subsets of the underlying
space Y. Then
(a) L(&)(S # S S)=supS # S L(&)(S) if S is directed upwards.
(b) L(&)(S # S S)=infS # S L(&)(S) if S is directed downwards.
Proof. (a) The inequality  is trivial. Let : :=supS # S L(&)(S) and
let =>0 be standard. Define FS :=[A # A : S/A and &(A):+=]. Then
FS is an internal set and (FS)S # S has the finite intersection property. By
saturation, there exists an A # A such that &(A):+= and for every
S # S, S/A. Hence L(&)(S # S S):+=.
For statement (b) the inequality  is trivial. Fix a standard =>0
and select A # A such that S # S S/A and L(&)(S # S S)+=&(A).
By saturation there exist S1 , ..., Sn # S with S1 & } } } & Sn /A. Since S is
directed downwards we can find an S0 # S with S0 /S1 & } } } & Sn . It
follows that &(A)+=L(&)(S0)infS # S L(&)(S). K
2.4. Remark. The preceding lemma is well known when the family S is
contained in the internal algebra A and & is an internal charge [LaRo1,
Theorem 1.1]. For us it is important that these conditions be relaxed since
first, the algebra A can be rather small, and second, we shall often work
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with the outer charge generated by a charge, and not just with the charge
itself.
Since L(&) is an outer measure on CX, L(&) b st&1 defines an outer
measure on the topological space X. The next result, together with
Proposition 2.2, gives a description of L(&) b st&1 (U) for any open set U
(even if U is not L(&) b st&1-measurable).
2.5. Theorem. Let (X, T) be a topological space, let T0 be a base for
T, closed under finite unions, and let & be a finite internal set function on an
internal lattice A. Then
L(&)(st&1 (U))= inf
S/T0 , S A U
sup
S # S
L(&)(CS)
for every U # T.
Proof. Fix a standard =>0. Select A # A such that st&1 (U)/A and
L(&)(st&1 (U))L(&)(A)&=. Then m(x)/A & CU for each x # U since U
is open. By saturation there exists an open neighborhood Ox # T0 of x
such that COx /A & CU. Let C be the collection of all finite subsets of U,
and for F # C define SF :=x # F Ox . Clearly (SF)F # C A U. Since L(&) is
monotone, we have
L(&)(st&1 (U))+=L(&)(A)L(&) \ .F # C
CSF+
sup
F # C
L(&)( CSF) inf
S/T0 , S A U
sup
S # S
L(&)( CS).
For the other inequality, given a standard =>0, select S0 /T0 such that
S0 A U and
inf
S/T0 , S A U
sup
S # S
L(&)( CS)+= sup
S # S0
L(&)( CS).
By Lemma 2.3, L(&)(S # S0
CS)=supS # S0 L(&)(
CS), so the monotonicity
of outer measures implies that
L(&)(st&1 (U))L(&) \ .S # S0
CS+ infS/T0 , S A U supS # S L(&)(
CS)+=. K
2.6. Corollary. Let (X, T) be a topological space, let T0 /T be a
base closed under finite unions, and let & be a finite set function on a lattice
B of subsets of X. Then L( C&)(nsCX )=&(X ) if and only if supS # S &B (S)
=&(X ) for every S/T0 with S A X.
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Proof. By Proposition 2.2, for every S/X we have L(C&)(CS)=&B (S).
To get the result, put U=X in Theorem 2.5 and consider the internal set
function C&. K
In particular, the preceding result holds when T0=T. A Borel measure
& on a topological space (X, T) is {-smooth if for every upwards directed
collection G of open sets we have &( G)=sup[&(G) : G # G], and it is
weakly {-smooth if &(X )=sup[&(G) : G # G] for every upwards directed
collection G of open sets with  G=X. Corollary 2.6 yields the following
characterization, originally proved in [LaRo1]: A Borel measure & is
weakly {-smooth if and only if L(C&)(nsCX )=&(X ); (put T0=T,
B=_[T], and observe that &B is equal to & on B). Since we are interested
in extending measures defined on sub-_-algebras we need a corresponding
notion of ‘‘{-smoothness.’’
2.7. Definition. Let A be a lattice over the set X and let & be a finite
set function defined on A. We say that & is {-smooth if for every upwards
directed collection G of open sets in the lattice A such that  G # A, we
have &( G)=sup[&(G) : G # G]. If for every upwards directed collection
of open sets G/A with  G=X, the equality &(X )=sup[&(G) : G # G]
holds, we say that & is weakly {-smooth.
It is well known that a completely regular and Hausdorff topological
space X is realcompact (i.e., homeomorphic to a closed subset of a product
of lines) if and only if every 0&1-valued Baire measure is (weakly)
{-smooth (for Baire measures, weak {-smoothness implies {-smoothness, so
both notions coincide). We present next an analogous measure-theoretic
characterization of the Lindelo f property, which for completely regular
Hausdorff spaces is stronger than real compactness. We shall require not
only that every Baire measure be weakly {-smooth, but that every finite
measure defined on any sub-_-algebra of the Borel sets be weakly
{-smooth. Recall that a topological space is Lindelo f if every open cover has
a countable subcover. Some authors include Hausdorff and regular in the
definition of Lindelo f, but we shall not do so.
2.8. Theorem. Let (X, T) be a topological space. Then the following
statements are equivalent:
(a) Every outer measure, generated by a finite measure defined on an
arbitrary _-algebra on X, is weakly {-smooth.
(b) Every finite measure defined on a sub-_-algebra of _[T] is
weakly {-smooth.
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(c) Every 0&1-valued measure defined on a sub-_-algebra of _[T] is
weakly {-smooth.
(d) X is Lindelo f.
Proof. For (a) O (b) let & be a finite measure on A/_[T], and let
S/A be a collection of open sets with S A X. Then &A is an outer
measure with &A (O)=&(O) for every O # S, so by (a)
sup
O # S
&(O)= sup
O # S
&A (O)=&A (X )=&(X ).
The implication (b) O (c) is trivial. For (c) O (d), suppose there exists an
open cover [Gi : i # I] of X without a countable subcover. Write C :=
[<, X] _ [Gi : i # I], and define a function h: C  [0, 1] by h(Gi)=
h(<) = 0 for all i # I and h(X ) = 1. Let ’ be the outer measure generated
by h, i.e.,
’(Q) :=inf { :

n=1
h(Cn) : Cn # C, Q/ .

n=1
Cn= .
Then ’ is a two-valued measure on the _-algebra A’ of all ’-measurable
subsets of X, and ’(X )=1. Since ’(Gi)=0 it follows that Gi # A’ for all
i # I. So the _-algebra A generated by [Gi : i # I] is contained in
A’ & _[T], and therefore, the restriction of ’ to A is a two-valued
measure which is not weakly {-smooth (since ’(i # I Gi)=1).
Finally, given a Lindelo f space X, from any collection of open sets S
such that S A X we can extract an increasing sequence [On] with On A X.
And now (d) O (a) follows from the fact that given any measure & (say,
defined on A), the outer measure &A has the following property: if [An]
is an increasing sequence of sets, lim &A (An)=&A (n An) [Ro, Theorem
8(a), p. 15]. K
As a consequence of this result, we obtain the following nonstandard
characterization of Lindelo f spaces.
2.9. Corollary. Let (X, T) be a topological space. Then X is Lindelo f
if and only if L( C&)(nsCX )=&(X ) for every finite measure & defined on a
sub-_-algebra of _[T].
Proof. By Corollary 2.6, we get that Part (a) of the preceding theorem
implies the nonstandard condition, and the latter implies Part (b) by
Lemma 2.3. K
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3. REMAINING INTERNAL CHARGES
Given a topological space X, we say that an internal charge & defined on
an internal algebra A/ CBo(X ) is remaining if there exists an internal
Borel extension + such that L(+)(ns( CX ))=L(&)(ns(CX )).
Central for us is the following result, due to D. Landers and L. Rogge,
cf. Theorem 4 in [LaRo1]. The Hausdorff property required in [LaRo1]
can be omitted, by noticing that if X is regular, then the collection of all
sets A/X for which st&1 (A) & st&1 (Ac)=< is a _-algebra which contains
the open sets of X, cf. [Re2]. Also, it is not necessary that the internal
algebra A be of the form CB, with B standard. It is enough that given a
base T0 for the topology T, for all O # T0 , CO # A (see Theorem 3.8 of
[Re1]).
3.1. Theorem. Let T0 be a base of the regular space (X, T) and let
+: A  C[0, ) be a finite internal charge. If _T0 /A, then L(+) b st&1 is
a {-smooth Borel measure.
A Borel measure is regular if the measure of every Borel set can be
approximated from within by closed sets (inner regularity) and from
without by open sets (outer regularity). Of course, for finite measures inner
regularity implies outer regularity and vice versa. Given a finite measure &
defined on a sub-_-algebra A of the Borel sets of a space X, we shall say
that & is regular if it is inner regular with respect to the closed sets con-
tained in A. In addition, we say that + is a majorant for & if +(X )=&(X )
and for every closed set C # A, &(C)+(C).
3.2. Theorem. Let (X, T) be a regular space and let & be a finite
measure on A/_[T], such that &A is weakly {-smooth. If C& is remaining,
then there exists a {-smooth Borel majorant # of &. If in addition & is regular,
then # extends &.
Proof. Let &A be weakly {-smooth, and suppose C& is remaining. Then
there exists an internal charge +: C_[T]  C[0, ) extending C&, such
that
L(+)(ns(CX ))=L(C&)(ns( CX )).
By Corollary 2.6, the weak {-smoothness of &A tells us that L( C&)
(ns(CX ))=&(X ). Now Theorem 3.1 entails that #( } ) :=L(+) b st&1 ( } ) is a
{-smooth measure on _[T]. From L(+)(ns( CX ))=&(X )=+( CX ) it follows
that for every closed set C # A,
&(C)=+(CC)=L(+)(CC & ns( CX ))L(+)(st&1 (C))=#(C).
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Suppose next that & is regular. To show that # extends &, it is enough to
check that for every C # F & A, #(C)&(C). So choose C # F & A, fix a
standard =>0, and select D # F & A such that C/Dc and &(Dc)&
&(C)<=. Then
#(C)#(Dc)&(Dc)<&(C)+=,
since Dc is open and # a majorant of &. K
3.3. Remark. Assuming that the measure is regular allows us to pass
from majorants to extensions. But a majorant may be an extension even if
this condition does not hold. Consider the unit interval [0, 1], and let A
be the _-algebra consisting of all sets that are either countable or cocount-
able. Define &(A)=0 if A is countable, and &(A)=1 if A is cocountable.
Since points cannot be approximated by open sets & is not regular, but
nevertheless it has many extensions, Lebesgue measure among them.
3.4. Corollary. Let (X, T) be a regular space, let A/_[T] be a
_-algebra, and let & be a regular measure on A. Then the following are
equivalent:
(a) There exists a {-smooth Borel extension of &.
(b) The internal charge C& is remaining and &(X )=L( C&)(ns( CX)).
(c) The outer measure &A is weakly {-smooth and C& is remaining.
Proof. For (a) O (b), if + is a {-smooth Borel extension of &, then
&(X )L(C&)(ns( CX))L( C+)(ns(CX))=+(X )=&(X )
and C+ witnesses the fact that C& is remaining. Part (b) O (c) follows from
Corollary 2.6, and (c) O (a), from Theorem 3.2. K
Using Theorem 2.8 and the preceding result we obtain:
3.5. Corollary. Let (X, T) be a regular Lindelo f space, and let
B/_[T] be a _-algebra. Then a regular measure & on B has a {-smooth
Borel extension if and only if C& is remaining.
The Lindelo f hypothesis cannot be relaxed in Corollary 3.5 to the weaker
condition ‘‘every weakly {-smooth Borel measure has Lindelo f support.’’ To
see why, let X be the unit interval with the discrete topology, and note that
every weakly {-smooth measure on X is discrete, whence it has Lindelo f
support. But the Lebesgue measure has no {-smooth extension to Bo(X ).
We close this section with two examples. In the first, the space is
Lindelo f and C& is remaining, but the measure & fails to be regular and has
no Borel extension. The second example shows that Lindelo f cannot be
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replaced by separable in Corollary 3.5. A subset X of R is of universal
measure zero if every continuous (i.e., vanishing on singletons) Borel
measure on X is identically zero.
3.6. Example. There exists a separable metric space (X, T) and a
measure & on a _-algebra A/_[T], such that & cannot be extended to a
Borel measure even though C& is remaining.
Proof. Consider [0, 1] with the euclidean topology T, and let X be an
uncountable subset of [0, 1] of universal measure zero. We may assume
that the intersection of X with any nondegenerate subinterval of [0, 1] is
uncountable. Else, we replace X by the union of all rational translates of
X mod 1. Let A be the collection of countable and cocountable subsets of
X, and let & be the usual 0&1 probability on A. Any Borel extension of
& must be a probability vanishing on singletons, which is impossible by the
choice of X. Next we show that C& is remaining. Select x # X and
H # CN"N. Let # be the internal charge on X defined by #(A) :=0 if
A & [Cx,Cx+H &1] is Ccountable, and #(A) :=1 if A & [Cx,Cx+H &1] is
Cuncountable. Finally, let + be an internal charge extension of # to CP(X ).
Since + assigns measure zero to the internal countable subsets of CX, it is
an extension of C& to CP(X )# C_[T]. Furthermore
1=L(+)(m(Cx))L(+)(ns( CX ))L(C&)(ns(CX))=1,
so C& is remaining. K
3.7. Example. There exists a Borel probability measure & on a set
X/R2 such that X admits a regular Hausdorff topology T finer than the
euclidean topology T$, the space (X, T) is separable and Radon, C& is
remaining, and & has no extension to _[T].
Proof. Let E be a nonmeasurable subset of [0, 1) with respect to
Lebesgue measure, of least possible cardinality. We may, without loss of
generality, assume that E has outer measure one (otherwise, just consider
the union of all rational translates of E mod 1; this union has the same car-
dinality as E). Let us recall how the Niemytzski’s tangent disc topology on
the closed unit square S with vertices (0, 0), (1, 1) is defined (cf. [SS,
p. 100]): The intersection U of the open upper half plane with S has the
usual euclidean topology, while for x # H :=S"U, a neighborhood basis is
given by the sets [x] _ (D & S), where D denotes an open disc tangent to
H at the point x.
If we regard E as contained in H, then the linear Lebesgue measure * on
[0, 1] defines a {-smooth Borel probability & on X :=E _ U (with the
euclidean topology) by setting &(B) :=*(E & B) for all euclidean Borel sets
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B/X. Let T and T$ be the topologies X inherits as a subspace of S with
the Niemytzski’s and euclidean topologies, respectively. Then (X, T) is
separable, completely regular, and Hausdorff, and T is finer than T$.
Denote by nsT (CX ) the near standard points of C (X, T). By saturation,
there exists a hyperfinite set C :=[x1 , ..., xN] with _E/C/ CE. Now
L(&)(nsT (CX ))L(&)( _E _ CU)L( C&)(C _ CU)=0
since C is hyperfinite and &(U)=0, so trivially C& is remaining. To see that
no Borel extension of & exists, note that any such extension would be a
continuous measure supported on E. But E with the subspace topology is
discrete, and being nonmeasurable of least possible cardinality, it does not
admit any finite, continuous measure defined on all its subsets [Ku,
Theorem 14.7(ii)]. Finally, since the only nontrivial Borel measures on E
are discrete, it easily follows that X=E _ U is Radon. K
4. EXTENSIONS OF INTERNAL CHARGES
We include, for completeness, a nonstandard proof of the following
extension theorem, due to Los and Marczewski (see, for instance, [Wh,
p. 133]). It is well known and easy to check that the algebra generated by
A and B, with B  A, is [(A1 & B) _ (A2 & Bc) : A1 , A2 # A].
4.1. Proposition. If A is an algebra of sets and & a charge on A, then
for any B  A there is an extension + of & to the algebra generated by A and
B, such that for every pair A1 , A2 # A,
+[(A1 & B) _ (A2 & Bc)]=&A (A1 & B)+&A (A2 & Bc).
Proof. Consider the collection [A # A : B/A]. There exists, by satura-
tion, an internal set I # CA such that CB/I/ [CA # CA : B/A]. For
each pair A1 , A2 # A, set +[(A1 & B) _ (A2 & Bc)] :=L(C&)[(CA1 & I ) _
(CA2 & I c)]. Clearly + is a charge which extends &. We claim that &A (A1 & B)
=L(C&)( CA1 & I ). Since CB/I, using transfer and Proposition 2.2 we get
&A (A1 & B)=L(C&)( CA1 & CB)L( C&)( CA1 & I ).
On the other hand, let A # A be such that A1 & B/A. Then B/
A _ Ac1 # A. By the choice of I, we have I/
C (A _ Ac1). Hence
L( C&)( CA1 & I )L( C&)( CA1 & C (A _ Ac1))&(A),
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and it follows that L( C&)(CA1 & I )&A (A1 & B). Since  [CA # CA :
A/Bc]/I c/ CBc, a similar argument shows that L(C&)(CA2 & I c)=
&A (A2 & Bc). K
4.2. Lemma. Let & be an internal charge on the internal algebra A. If B
is an internal set with B  A, then there exists an internal extension + of &
to the internal algebra generated by A and B, such that for every subset T
with either T#B or T/B, L(+)(T)=L(&)(T ).
Proof. By transfer of Proposition 4.1, there exists an extension + of & to
the internal algebra A1 generated by A _ [B], with +(A1 & B)=
&A (A1 & B) for all A1 # A. We claim that L(+)(T )=L(&)(T ) for any set
T#B. Trivially, L(+)(T)L(&)(T). To see why L(+)(T )L(&)(T ) holds,
fix a standard =>0, and suppose that T/(A1 & B) _ (A2 & Bc), where
A1 , A2 # A. Since B/T, it follows that B/A1 . Now there exists a set
D # A with B/D/A1 and &(D)&=<L(&)(B). Then
+(A1 & B)=&A (A1 & B)>&(D)&2= and
+(A2 & Bc)=&A (A2 & Bc)&(A2 & Dc)
since Dc/Bc. But
T/(A1 & B) _ (A2 & Bc)/D _ (A2 & Dc),
so
+((A1 & B) _ (A2 & Bc))&(D)&2=+&(A2 & Dc)
=&(D _ (A2 & Dc))&2=L(&)(T )&3=,
and thus we have L(+)(T )=L(&)(T). The case T/B is trivial. K
4.3. Lemma. Let (X, A, &) be an internal charge space, let S/ CX, and
let B be an internal algebra with A/B. Suppose that for every standard
=>0 there is a set B # B with B/S and L(&)(B)>L(&)(S)&=. Then there
exists an internal charge +: B  C[0, ) extending & with L(+)(S)=
L(&)(S).
Proof. Given (X, A, &) and S/CX, for each n # N with n1 let Bn # B
be an internal set such that Bn&1 /Bn /S and limn   L(&)(Bn)=
L(&)(S). Let A1 be the algebra generated by A _ [B1]. By Lemma 4.2
there exists an internal charge &1: A1  CR with L(&1)(T )=L(&)(T) for
any T#B1 . Inductively define An as the (internal) algebra generated by
An&1 and Bn and let &n: An  CR be an internal extension of &n&1 such
that L(&n)(T )=L(&n&1)(T ) for any T#Bn . It follows that for every
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n1, L(&n)(Bn)=L(&)(Bn). By saturation we can extend the sequence
[(X, An , &n)]n=1 of internal charge spaces to a hyperfinite sequence
[(X, A1 , &1), ..., (X, AN , &N)], N # CN"N such that for 1i<N, Ai /Ai+1
/B, and &i+1 extends &i . Let + be an internal extension of &N to B. Then
L(+)(S)L(+)(Bn)=L(&n)(Bn)=L(&)(Bn)
for every n # N, n1. Therefore L(+)(S)=L(&)(S). K
4.4. Definition. Let B be an internal algebra over the internal set Y.
A subset S of Y is called strongly Loeb measurable with respect to the inter-
nal algebra B if for any internal subalgebra A/B, any finite internal
charge & on A, and every standard =>0, there exists a set B # B with B/S
and L(&)(B)>L(&)(S)&=.
By considering the case A=B, we see that a strongly Loeb measurable
set S is universally Loeb measurable with respect to B, since for every finite
internal charge on B the Loeb inner and outer measures of S coincide.
4.5. Theorem. Let Y be an internal set, let B be an internal algebra on
Y, and let C be the collection of all strongly Loeb measurable subsets of Y
with respect to B. Then
(a) All admissible unions of internal sets in B belong to C.
(b) All admissible intersections of internal sets in B belong to C.
(c) C is closed under countable unions.
(d) If (X, T) is a topological space, CX=Y, and C_[T]=B, then
for every collection [K:] of compact subsets of X, : st&1 (K:) # C. In addi-
tion, for every _-compact set F/X, st&1 (F ) # C.
Proof. (a) Let [Bi]i # I be an admissible family of internal sets in B.
Without loss of generality we may assume that [Bi] i # I is closed under
finite unions and finite intersections. Set S :=i # I Bi . If &: A  C[0, ) is
a finite internal charge and =>0 is standard, by Lemma 2.3 there exists an
i # I such that L(&)(Bi)L(&)(S)&=. Hence S is strongly Loeb measurable.
(b) Put S :=i # I Bi and : :=infi # I L(&)(Bi). Then &A (Bi)+=>:
for all i # I. By saturation there exists a set B # B with B/i # I Bi and
&A (B)+=>:.
(c) To prove that C is closed under countable unions, we examine
the finite case first. Let S1 and S2 be strongly Loeb measurable and fix a
positive standard =. Then for i=1, 2 there exist sets Bi # B and Ai # A with
Bi /Si /A i and L(&)(Bi)+=>L(&)(Ai). By Lemma 4.2 there exists an
internal charge &1 defined on the algebra generated by A and B1 , such that
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&1 extends & and L(&)(T)=L(&1)(T) for all T#B1 . Taking T=(A2 "B2) _
B1 _ B2 we have
L(&)(S1 _ S2)=L(&1)(S1 _ S2)L(&1)(A1 _ A2)
L(&1)(A1 "B1)+L(&1)((A2"B2) _ B1 _ B2)
=L(&1)(A1 "B1)+L(&)((A2 "B2) _ B1 _ B2).
Since A1 , B1 # A1 and &1 is an internal charge on A1 , we infer that
L(&1)(A1 "B1)=L(&1)(A1)&L(&1)(B1)=L(&)(A1)&L(&)(B1)<=,
from which L(&)(S1 _ S2)<=+L(&)((A2"B1) _ B1 _ B2) follows. Let &2 be
an internal extension of & to the algebra generated by A and B2 , such
that L(&)(T)=L(&2)(T) for all T#B2 . As before we have that
L(&2)(A2 "B2)<=, so
L(&)((A2"B2) _ B1 _ B2)
=L(&2)((A2"B2) _ B1 _ B2)
L(&2)(A2 "B2)+L(&2)(B1 _ B2)<=+L(&)(B1 _ B2).
It follows that L(&)(S1 _ S2)<L(&)(B1 _ B2)+2=, whence S1 _ S2 is
strongly Loeb measurable, and by induction, so is every finite union of
strongly Loeb measurable sets. Let now Sn be strongly Loeb measurable
for every n # N. We may assume, using the finite case, that Sn /Sn+1 .
Since the outer measure L(&) can be regarded as generated by the Loeb
measure L(&), we have that L(&)(n=1 Sn)=limn L(&)(Sn), and the result
follows now by an =2 argument.
(d) Since for every compact K: /X, st&1 (K:)= [CO : K: /
O # T], we can express : st&1 (K:) as the intersection of an admissible
family of internal open sets, so the result follows from (b). In particular, for
every compact K/X we have st&1 (K) # C, so by (c), the same happens
with _-compact sets. K
We do not know whether C is closed under countable (or even finite)
intersections. In this regard, see Remark 4.13.
A topological space X is pre-Radon if every {-smooth Borel measure is
Radon. A regular space X is pre-Radon if and only if ns(CX) is Loeb
measurable for all finite internal charges & defined on C_[T] (i.e., ns(CX )
is universally Loeb measurable; cf. Theorem 3.8 in [A1], where the result
is stated for completely regular and Hausdorff spaces, or Theorem 3.11 in
[Re1]).
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4.6. Definition. We say that a topological space (X, T) is thick if
ns(CX) is strongly Loeb measurable with respect to C_[T].
Since a thick space is by definition universally Loeb measurable, if it is
regular then it is pre-Radon. For regular spaces, the class of thick spaces
is more restrictive than the pre-Radon (i.e., universally Loeb measurable)
spaces, and not comparable to the class of Radon spaces. Trivially, every
compact space X is thick, since ns(CX )= CX. To see that not every thick
space is Radon, simply consider a non-Radon compact Hausdorff space,
for instance, the one point compactification of |1 . For an example of a
(separable metric) Radon space (hence, universally Loeb measurable)
which is not thick, see Example 4.14.
In terms of internal charges, in a thick space every internal charge is
remaining.
4.7. Theorem. Let (X, T) be a regular topological space. Then X is
thick if and only if ns(CX ) is universally Loeb measurable and, given any
finite internal charge & on an internal subalgebra A/C_[T], & is remaining.
Proof. If X is thick, ns( CX ) is universally Loeb measurable, as noted
before. Furthermore, if & is an internal finite charge on A/ C_[T], then
for every standard =>0 there exists an internal I # C_[T] with I/ns(CX )
and L(&)(I )>L(&)(ns(CX ))&=. By Lemma 4.3, & is remaining. Suppose
next that ns( CX ) is universally Loeb measurable, and every finite internal
charge & defined on a subalgebra of C_[T] is remaining. Let + be an inter-
nal Borel extension of & with L(+)(ns( CX ))=L(&)(ns( CX )). Since ns(CX )
is universally Loeb measurable, given any standard =>0 there exists an
internal I # C_[T] with I/ns( CX) and L(+)(I )>L(+)(ns(CX ))&=. Then
L(&)(I )L(+)(I )>L(&)(ns( CX ))&=, so X is thick. K
Our next task is to identify classes of spaces that are thick. As noted
above, every compact space X is thick.
4.8. Theorem. Locally compact spaces and _-compact spaces are thick.
Proof. Suppose first that X is locally compact. For each x # X, select
an open neighborhood Ox of x with compact closure. Then ns( CX )=
x # X COx , so the result follows from Theorem 4.5(a), since [COx : x # X]
is an admissible family of internal Borel sets. The thickness of a _-compact
space follows from part (d) of Theorem 4.5. K
Note that, in particular, countable spaces are thick. This is also true for
the class of K-analytic spaces, which includes as a special case the _-com-
pact Hausdorff spaces. K-analytic spaces represent a common gener-
alization of compact spaces and polish spaces. A space is polish if it is
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completely metrizable and separable. In fact every analytic space (a Hausdorff
space which is the continuous image of a polish space) is also K-analytic.
The following definitions are taken from [JaRo1]. A map F: X  P(Y) is
upper semicontinuous if for every x # X and every open O/Y with
F(x)/O, there exists an open neighborhood U of x such that F(U)/O.
Then, a subset B of a Hausdorff space X is K-analytic in X if it is of the
form B=s # NN F(s), where F: NN  X is an upper semicontinuous map
such that for every s # NN, F(s) is compact. Such maps are called usco-
compact. When B=X, we simply say that X is K-analytic.
We shall use next the following basic fact about usco-compact maps: If
K/NN is compact, then so is F(K). A proof can be found in [JaRo1,
p. 24]. Furthermore, by Theorem 2.7.1 of [JaRo1], K-analytic spaces are
Lindelo f. The proof of the next theorem follows the usual capacitability
type of argument. Given a sequence s # NN, s | n denotes the restriction of
s to 0, ..., n&1, while if n0 } } } nk is a finite sequence of natural numbers, we
define [n0 } } } nk] :=[s # NN : s(i)=ni for i=0, ..., k].
4.9. Theorem. Let X be a Hausdorff space. If B is K-analytic in X, then
it is thick.
Proof. Let B= [F(s) : s # NN], where F: NN  X is usco-compact,
and X is Hausdorff. Then
ns(CB)= CB & st&1 (B)= CB & \. [st&1 (F(s)): s # NN]+ .
Let & be an internal charge defined on the internal algebra A/ CBo(B),
and denote by &X its natural extension to CX, given by &X (A)=&(CB & A)
for every A # CBo(X ) with A & CB # A. Clearly, if C/ CB, then L(&)(C)=
L(&X)(C). Since L(&X) is obtained from an internal charge, for every
increasing sequence [An] of subsets of CX we have limn L(&X)(An)=
L(&X)( _ nAn). Fix two standard real numbers r and = such that =>0 and
r<L(&X)( CB & st&1 (B)). Since
. [F(s) : s # NN]=.
n \. [F(s) : s # N
N and s(0)n]+ ,
there exists an n0 such that
L(&X) \. [ CB & st&1 (F(s)) : s # NN and s(0)n0]+>r.
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Inductively we choose np with
L(&X) \. [ CB & st&1 (F(s)) : s # NN and s(i)ni for i=0, ..., p]+>r.
Now >i # N [0, ni] is a compact subset of NN. Since F is usco-compact, the
set
K :=. [F(s) : s # NN and s(i)ni for every i # N]
is compact in X. But st&1 (K)= [ CO : K/O/X and O is open], so by
Theorem 4.5, (b), CB & st&1 (K)= [ CB & CO : K/O/X and O is open]
is strongly Loeb measurable with respect to CBo(B). Choose sets
I # CBo(B) and O/X, O open, with
I/ CB & st&1 (K)/st&1 (K)/ CO
and
L(&)(I )+=>L(&)(CB & st&1 (K))=L(&X)(st&1 (K))>L(&X)( CO)&=.
All that is left to do is to show that L(&X)(CO)>r. Then it follows that
I/ns(CB) and L(&)(I )>r&2=, so B is thick. From CK/st&1 (K)/ CO we
get by transfer that K/O. Since F is upper semicontinuous and the sets
[n0 } } } nk] form a base for the topology of NN, for every s # >i # N [0, ni]
there exists an n(s) # N such that F([s | n(s)])/O. By compactness we can
find a finite subcollection [[s1 | n(s1)], ..., [sk | n(sk)]] which covers
>i # N [0, ni]. Let m :=max[n(s1), ..., n(sk)]. Then
. [F(s) : s # NN and s(i)ni for i=0, ..., m]/ .
k
i=1
F([s i | n(si)])/O,
whence
L(&X)( CO)L(&X)(st&1O)
L(&X) \. [st&1 (F(s)) : s # NN and s(i)ni
for i=0, ..., m]+>r. K
Previously, it was unknown whether for an arbitrary analytic space X
the set ns(CX ) must be universally Loeb measurable. For regular analytic
spaces this was deduced from the fact that a regular space X is pre-Radon
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if and only if ns(CX ) is universally Loeb measurable, and every analytic
space is Radon (whence pre-Radon). But for Hausdorff spaces, being
Radon does not imply universal Loeb measurablility (cf. [AlLo, Theorem
1]). The preceding theorem is much more informative: If X is analytic, then
ns(CX) is not only universally Loeb measurable but even strongly Loeb
measurable. However, in the context of representing standard measures
using Loeb measures this is not enough, one also needs to know whether
the standard part map is measurable. By Corollary 3(iv) of [LaRo1], if X
is regular then the measurability of ns(CX ) is equivalent to the
measurability of the standard part map, but again this fails for arbitrary
Hausdorff spaces [AlLo, Theorem 1]. So in general, regularity is needed
for the nonstandard methods to be useful. Nevertheless, in the case of
analytic spaces we can do away with this requirement: We shall show that
if X is analytic, then the standard part map is universally Loeb measurable.
Given a collection of sets C, Suslin C denotes the family of sets which
can be obtained from C by the Suslin operation. We collect here some
properties of K-analytic spaces which we shall use in the sequel:
(i) A (Hausdorff) continuous image of a K-analytic space is
K-analytic (Theorem 2.5.1 of [JaRo1]).
(ii) Every Suslin F(X) set in a K-analytic space X is K-analytic
(Theorem 2.5.3 of [JaRo1]). In particular, closed subsets and open F_
subsets of X are K-analytic.
(iii) If C is a collection of sets containing X and closed under
complementation, then _[C]/Suslin C [Do, Theorem, Sect. 4, p. 743].
Taking C=(F(X) & G$ (X )) _ (F(X ) & G$ (X ))c, it follows that if X is
K-analytic, then every set in _[F(X ) & G$ (X )] is K-analytic. In particular,
since every zero set is a countable intersection of cozero sets, every Baire
subset of a K-analytic space is K-analytic.
(iv) If for every n # N the space Xn is K-analytic, then so is >n # N Xn
(Theorem 2.5.5 of [JaRo1]).
4.10. Theorem. Let X be a K-analytic space, and let & be an internal
Borel charge on CX. Then for every set B # _[F(X ) & G$ (X)], the set
st&1 (B) is L(&)-measurable.
Proof. Since the L(&)-measurable sets form a _-algebra, it suffices to
show that for every open F_ set O/X, st&1 (O) is L(&)-measurable. The
restriction of & to CO, given by &CO :=&(D & CO) for every D # CBo(X ),
defines an internal Borel charge on CO. Since O is K-analytic, and ns(CO)
=CO & st&1(O)=st&1 (O), this latter set is strongly Loeb measurable (in
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CO), so for every standard =>0 there exists an internal Borel set I/st&1 (O)
such that
L(&CO)(st&1 (O))&&CO (I )<=.
But st&1 (O)/ CO and I/ CO, so L(&CO)(st&1 (O))=L(&)(st&1 (O)) and
&CO (I )=&(I ), whence st&1 (O) is L(&)-measurable. K
4.11. Theorem. Let X be an analytic space, and let & be an internal
Borel charge on CX. Then for every Borel set B/X, the set st&1 (B) is
L(&)-measurable.
Proof. Use the fact that every open set of an analytic space is analytic
and argue as in the proof of the previous theorem. K
4.12. Theorem. (a) Every closed subset of a thick space is thick.
(b) Every open Lindelo f subset of a thick regular space is thick.
Proof. For (a), let X be thick, let F/X be closed, and let & be a finite
internal charge defined on the internal algebra A/CBo(F ). Denote by &CX
the natural extension of & to CX, (&CX (A)=&( CF & A) for every A # CBo(X )
with A & CF # A). Fix a standard =>0. Then there exists an internal Borel
set I/ns( CX) such that
L(&CX)(ns( CX ))&&A (I & CF )<=.
Since F is closed,
I & CF/ns( CX ) & CF=(st&1 (F )) & CF=ns(CF ).
Therefore L(&)(ns(CF ))&&A (I & CF )<=, so F is thick.
For (b), let O/X be open and Lindelo f, let & be an internal charge
defined on the internal algebra A/ CBo(O), and let =>0 be a standard
real number. Since O is regular and Lindelo f, there exists an increasing
sequence of open sets On with On /On /O and O=n On . Then ns(CO)
/n COn , so there exists an m # N such that L(&)(ns( CO))&L(&)
(COm )<=2. Define + on B :=[A & COm : A # A] by setting +(A & COm )
=&A (A & COm ). Then + is a finite internal charge on B/ CBo( COm ), so
by part (a) there exists an internal Borel set
I/ns(COm )=COm & st&1 ( COm )/ns( CO)
such that L(+)(ns( COm ))&L(+)(I )<=2. It follows that L(&)(ns(CO))&
L(&)(I )<=. K
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4.13. Remark. A completely regular Hausdorff space X is C8 ech-com-
plete if it is a G$ -subset of its StoneC8 ech compactification. C8 ech-complete
spaces represent a common generalization of complete metric spaces (by a
result due to C8 ech) and of locally compact spaces (since these are open in
any compactification). It is well known that Lindelo f C8 ech-complete spaces
are K-analytic, and hence, thick. But we have not been able to determine
whether arbitrary C8 ech-complete spaces are thick. By Theorem 5.1 of
[Re2], given a C8 ech-complete space X, there exists a sequence of open
coverings Vn of X with
nsCX= ,

n=1
.
V # Vn
CV.
Now, Theorem 4.5 tells us that for every n, V # Vn
CV is strongly Loeb
measurable. So a positive answer to the question whether the class C of
strongly Loeb measurable subsets of an internal set is closed under
countable intersections would also solve the problem about C8 ech-complete
spaces. We give a partial answer for these in Theorem 5.10, using a
weakening of thickness.
We finish this section by showing that in the absence of completeness,
thickness may fail, even for separable metric spaces. We do this by present-
ing an example of a universally Loeb measurable space which is not thick.
This example also shows, without any special set-theoretic assumption,
that a measure defined on a countably generated sub-_-algebra of the Borel
sets of a separable metric space, may not have any Borel measure exten-
sion. A different example of this fact is given in the Remark of [LaRo2,
p. 168], but utilizing the Continuum Hypothesis (despite their claim to the
contrary, the authors use CH when they assert that +1=+
+0
1 ).
Let (X, TX) and (Y, TY) be topological spaces. If f : X  Y is a con-
tinuous onto map, then Tf :=[ f &1 (V): V # TY] is called the topology
induced by f.
4.14. Example. There exists a Radon separable metric space (X, T),
and a measure & on a countably generated sub-_-algebra of _[T], such
that & has no Borel extension. Furthermore, the space (X, T) is universally
Loeb measurable but not thick.
Proof. By [Grz, Corollary 2; or Mil, Theorem 5.4, p. 214], there exist
two subsets X and Y of the real line with the same cardinality, such that
X is of universal measure zero and Y, nonmeasurable with respect to
Lebesgue measure. We may, without loss of generality, assume that the
Lebesgue outer measure ** of Y equals 1. Let f : X  Y be any bijection, let
TY be the euclidean topology on Y, and let Tf be the topology induced by
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f on X. Then, ** is a measure on Bo(Y), so &( } ) :=**( f ( } )) defines a Borel
probability on (X, Tf). Denote by C the collection of open intervals in R
with rational endpoints together with <, let C0 :=[I & Y : I # C], let
C1 :=[I & X : I # C], let C2 :=[ f &1 (O) : O # C0], and let T be the topol-
ogy on X generated by C1 _ C2 . By closing C1 _ C2 under finite intersec-
tions we obtain a base B for T. Since B is countable, (X, T) is separable.
Furthermore, (X, _[T]) admits only discrete measures (other than the tri-
vial one), so it is Radon space. We show next that (X, T) is regular. Let
C be T-closed, and let x # C c. Pick B # B with x # B/C c. Then
B=(m1 A i) & (
n
1 Bi), where each Ai # C1 and each Bi # C2 . Since both C1
and C2 are closed under finite intersections, we have that B=U1 & U2 ,
where Ui # Ci . Now both the euclidean and the Tf topologies on X are
regular, so there exist U3 # C1 and U4 # C2 such that x # U3 /U3 /U1 and
x # U4 /U4 /U2 . Therefore
x # U3 & U4 /U3 & U4 /C c
and T is regular. By Urysohn’s Metrization Theorem, (X, T) is
metrizable. Furthermore, & has no extension from _[C2] to _[C1 _ C2],
since any such extension would define a continuous nonzero measure on
_[C1], which is impossible by the choice of X. An analogous argument
proves that C& is not remaining: Let + be any internal charge extension of
C& to C_[C1 _ C2]. By Theorem 3.1, L(+) b st&1 is a measure defined on
_[C1 _ C2]. Since for every x # X, L(+)(m(x))L(C&)(m(x))=0, L(+) b st&1
is a continuous measure, hence identically zero. But (X, T) is Lindelo f, so
by Corollary 2.9, L(C&)(ns(CX))=&(X ). Therefore
L(+)(ns(CX ))=0<1=L( C&)(ns( CX )),
and we conclude that C& is not remaining. K
5. EXTENSIONS OF STANDARD MEASURES
We are now ready to apply the machinery developed in previous sections
to the measure extension problem.
5.1. Theorem. Let (X, T) be a regular Lindelo f space, let A/_[T]
be a _-algebra, and let & be a regular finite measure on A. If X is thick, then
there is a Radon measure which extends & to _[T].
Proof. Since X is thick, it is pre-Radon and C& is remaining. By
Corollary 3.5, there exists a {-smooth Borel extension + of &. But X is
pre-Radon, so + is Radon. K
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It is well known that every Baire (hence regular) measure on a (regular)
Lindelo f space extends to a regular Borel measure. The additional
hypothesis of thickness allows us to extend the conclusion to regular
measures on arbitrary sub-_-algebras of the Borel sets. We shall see next
that in certain cases, it is possible to guarantee the existence of extensions
with no assumption of regularity on the part of the original measure. Recall
that F(X ) & G$ (X) stands for the collection of closed G$ sets in X.
5.2. Theorem. Let X be K-analytic, and let A/_[F(X ) & G$ (X )] be a
countably generated _-algebra. Then every finite measure & on A has a
Radon extension to the Borel sets of X.
Proof. We shall first assume that the K-analytic space (X, T) is
regular, and then reduce the general case to this one. In order to apply
Theorem 5.1 to a measure & which might not be regular with respect to the
closed sets in A/_[F(X ) & G$ (X )], we enrich the topology in such a way
that the resulting space is still K-analytic and & is regular with respect to
the ‘‘new’’ closed sets. Let D/A be a countable family which generates A,
and let TD be the topology generated by T _ [D, Dc: D # D], i.e., the
topology obtained by declaring each set in D clopen. To see that & is
TD & A-regular, call a set A/X approximable if for every =>0 there exist
sets O # TD & A and C # TcD & A such that C/A/O and &(O"C)<=. It
is then clear that every set in D is approximable, that if a set is
approximable, so is its complement, and that a countable union of
approximable sets is approximable. Thus, every set in _[D]=A is
approximable, so & is TD & A-regular.
Next we utilize a technique originally due to Kuratowski (in the context
of polish spaces; see, for instance, p. 82 of [Ke]). Let B # _[F(Y) & G$ (Y)]
be a nonempty subset of a K-analytic space Y. Denote by P, P+ , and P& ,
the irrationals, the positive irrationals, and the negative irrationals, respec-
tively. It is well known that the spaces P, P+ P& , and N
N are all
homeomorphic. Now B and Bc are K-analytic in Y, so there exist usco-
compact maps f1 : P+  K(Y) and f2 : P&  K(Y) with B=x # P+ f1 (x)
and Bc=x # P& f2 (x). Then the topological sum of B and B
c is also
K-analytic, since f :=f1 _ f2 : P  K(Y) is usco-compact and B _ Bc=
x # P f (x). But this space is simply Y with the topology obtained by add-
ing B and Bc as clopen sets. Let [Dn : n=1, 2, ...] be an enumeration of D,
and define inductively the following topologies on X: T0 :=T, and for
n1, Tn is the topology generated by Tn&1 _ [Dn , Dcn]. Since the sets
Dn , Dcn are K-analytic, the preceding argument shows that each space
Xn :=(X, Tn) is K-analytic, and hence so is >n # N Xn with the product
topology. Let TD be the topology on X generated by n # N Tn . To see that
(X, TD) is a K-analytic space, note that the function g: X  >n # N Xn
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defined by g(x)=(x, x, ...) is a homeomorphism from X onto the diagonal
of >n # N Xn . But this diagonal is a closed subset of a K-analytic space,
hence also K-analytic. Thus, (X, TD) is thick, and since & is a TD & A-
regular measure on A/_[TD], by Theorem 5.1, & has a Radon extension
+ to _[TD]. But every compact set in the finer topology is still compact in
the coarser, so the restriction of + to _[T] is a Radon extension of &.
In the general case, where X is not assumed to be regular, we use the fact
that for every K-analytic space X there exist a compact Hausdorff space Y,
a (K(Y))_$ set G/Y, and a continuous onto function h such that h: G  X
(Theorem 2.8.3 of [JaRo1]). Since G is Suslin F in Y, it is K-analytic, and
since it is a subset of a normal space, it is regular. Furthermore, for every
closed G$ set C/X, h&1 (C) is a closed G$ set in G. This implies that the
countably generated _-algebra B :=[h&1 (A) : A # A] is contained in
_[F(G) & G$ (G)]. Therefore the measure #( } ) :=&(h( } )) on B has a Radon
extension + to Bo(G), and hence + b h&1 is a Radon extension of & to
Bo(X ). K
It does not follow, from the fact that & has a Radon extension, that &
must have been regular to begin with. Examples are easy to find, using, for
instance, finite (_)-algebras on [0, 1]. The next corollary is well known (cf.
[Er, LaRo2, Lu]).
5.3. Corollary. Let X be an analytic space and let A/Bo(X ) be a
countably generated _-algebra. Then every measure &: A  [0, ) has a
Borel extension.
Proof. Let & be a finite measure on A/Bo(X ), where A is countably
generated. Since X is analytic, it is the continuous image, say, under f, of
a polish space Y. But on Y, Bo(Y)=_[F(Y) & G$ (Y)], so by Theorem 5.2,
the measure &( f ( } )) on the countably generated _-algebra [ f &1 (A) :
A # A] has a Borel extension +, and thus + b f &1 is a Borel extension
of &. K
5.4. Remarks. (i) The preceding result for analytic spaces is proven in
[Er, LaRo2, Lu] by means of selections. In essence, the idea is to reduce
the extension problem to the following special case: Let f : X  f (X )=
A/R be a Borel function, let Bf :=[ f &1 (B): B # Bo(A)], and let & be
defined on Bf . By a theorem of Marczewski, if A/Bo(X ) is countably
generated, a Borel function f such that A=Bf can always be found. Then
the Jankowvon Neumann Selection Theorem is used to obtain a Borel
extension + of &: There exists a measurable function g: A  X such that
g b f &1 is the identity on A. Since #( } ) :=&( f &1 ( } )) is a Borel measure on
A, +( } ) :=#(g&1 ( } )) is a Borel measure on X which yields an extension of &.
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The method of proof used in Theorem 5.2 does not rely on the Jankow
von Neumann Selection Theorem, and it is applicable to a wider class of
spaces.
(ii) The extension result fails, even for analytic spaces, if the sub-_-
algebra A is not countably generated (cf. [Ma]). This condition cannot be
replaced by the weaker hypothesis ‘‘the space L1 (&) is separable,’’ as shown
in [Er, p. 441].
(iii) Since not every Borel subset of a K-analytic X space is
K-analytic, in the proof of Theorem 5.2 we have to restrict ourselves to
sub-_-algebras of _[F(X ) & G$ (X )] (we mention that for a normal space,
Ba(X )=_[F(X ) & G$ (X )]). In fact, without this hypothesis the result may
fail, as the following example shows. We shall use the special set-theoretic
assumption ‘‘Lebesgue measure does not extend to all subsets of [0, 1].’’
This is implied, for instance, by the Continuum Hypothesis, or, more
generally, by Martin’s Axiom. Let E be [0, 1) with the discrete topology,
and let E :=E _ [1] be the one point compactification of E. Trivially, E is
K-analytic and Bo(E ) is the power set of [0, 1]. Denote by Te the
euclidean topology on E . Let * be the Lebesgue measure on (E , _[Te]).
Then _[Te] is countably generated, but by our set-theoretic assumption &
has no extension to Bo(E ).
In spaces with additional structure it is possible to obtain sharper
results: If X is a Banach space, K-analytic in its weak topology, we can get
extensions from sub-_-algebras of _[F(X ) & G$ (X )] with respect to the
weak topology, not just to the weak Borel sets, but to the norm Borel sets
(Banach spaces which are K-analytic in their weak topologies have been
studied, for instance, in [Ta]; they include, among others, all separable
and all reflexive Banach spaces). Also, properties of a geometric character
or which admit a geometric characterization, such as the RadonNicodym
property, turn out to be relevant for the measure extension problem (for
the definition of the RadonNicodym property, as well as several equiv-
alent formulations, see [DiUh]).
5.5. Corollary. Let X be a Banach space which is K-analytic in its
weak topology. If A is a countably generated sub-_-algebra of the weak
_[F(X ) & G$ (X )] sets of X and & is a finite measure defined on A, then &
has a Radon extension to the norm Borel sets of X.
Proof. By Theorem 5.2, & has a Radon extension + to the weak Borel
sets of X, and by Proposition 1.4 of [Ed2], every norm Borel subset of X
is +-measurable. K
We note that by Proposition 2.5 of [Ed3], there exists a Banach space
X and a closed G$ subset of (X, weak) which is not a Baire set.
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5.6. Corollary. Let X* be a dual Banach space with the Radon
Nicodym property. If A is a countably generated sub-_-algebra of the weak*
_[F(X*) & G$ (X*)] sets of X* and & is a finite measure defined on A, then
& has a Radon extension to the norm Borel sets of X*.
Proof. The space X* with the weak* topology is _-compact, so & has
a Radon extension + to the weak Borel sets of X* (Theorem 5.2). Theorem
1.5 of [Ed2] ensures that every norm Borel subset of X is +-measurable. K
There exists an abundant literature on measurable selectors for usco
maps which take as values weakly compact subsets of Banach spaces (see,
for instance, [JaRo2, JaRo3, HJLR]). Nevertheless, to obtain extension
results like the preceding ones, it would be necessary to find measurable
selectors for set valued maps of the form f &1, with f a Borel function (note
that f &1 need not be upper semicontinuous, nor have compact fibers).
In the approach to the measure extension problem followed here, thick-
ness is actually a stronger condition than really needed. For instance, if a
space is regular and Lindelo f, to obtain measure extensions it is enough to
require that every internal charge of the form C&, with & a standard
measure, be remaining (Corollary 3.5). While considering weaker versions
of thickness would not have simplified the results obtained up to now, such
weakenings may be still useful and allow stronger theorems to be proven.
A first possibility is to consider only tight measures. A measure & on
A/Bo(X ) is tight if for every =>0 there exists a compact set K/X with
&(X )&&A (K)<= (for a Borel measure, tight and regular is equivalent to
Radon). By selecting Kn such that &(X )&&A (Kn)<1n, we can replace X
by the _-compact space n Kn and apply the preceding results on thick
spaces. In this way we obtain the following version of Henry’s extension
Theorem. Another nonstandard treatment of this result can be found in
[AHFL, Theorem 3.5.8, p. 101].
5.7. Theorem. Let A/Bo(X ) be a _-algebra. Every tight regular
measure on A has a Radon extension.
The condition that & on A/Bo(X ) be {-smooth might be trivially
satisfied if A contains ‘‘few’’ open sets (say, only X and <). So in this
context replacing thickness with {-smoothness gives up too much. For
regular measures, a more useful weakening of tightness, which still
allows us to obtain extension results by our methods, is to require that &A
be {-smooth. Note that in this case nothing as strong as Henry’s Theorem
can be expected: The regular measure & from Example 4.14 has no Borel
extension, even though &A is {-smooth, since X is hereditarily Lindelo f.
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5.8. Definition. We say that X is weakly thick if for every measure &
on a sub-_-algebra A/Bo(X ) with &A {-smooth, and every standard
positive =, there exists an internal set I/ns(CX ) such that L( C&)
(ns(CX ))&L( C&)(I )<=.
5.9. Remark. We can always select I to be internal open (hence in
CBo(X)), by Theorem 2.2(i) of [Al]. Taking A= CBo(X), the preceding
definition entails that ns( CX ) is measurable with respect to L( C&) for every
Borel measure &, which in turn implies the universal Loeb measurability of
st if X is regular.
5.10. Theorem. C8 ech-complete spaces are weakly thick.
Proof. Let X be a C8 ech-complete space, let A/Bo(X) be a _-algebra,
and let & be a measure on A such that &A is {-smooth. Since X is C8 ech-
complete, there exists a sequence Vn of open coverings of X with
ns(CX)=n V # Vn
CV (Theorem 5.1 of [Re2]). Fix a standard =>0. By
the {-smoothness of &A we can find a finite collection [V11 , ..., V1k(1)] of
sets from V1 such that &A (k(1)i=1
CV1i)>&(X )&=2. Set U1 :=k(1)i=1 V1i and
note that CU1=k(1)i=1
CV1i /V # V1
CV. Since [U1 & V : V # V2] is a cover
of U1 , by {-smoothness again there is a finite subcollection [V21 , ..., V2k(2)]
of sets in V2 such that &A (k(2)i=1 (U1 & V2i))>&
A (U1)&=4. Setting
U2 :=k(2)i=1 (U1 & V2i), we get that
CU2 /V # V2
CV. Proceeding induc-
tively, we generate a decreasing sequence [Un] of open sets such that
&A (Un)>&A (Un&1)&=2n and CUn /V # Vn
CV. By saturation, there
exists an internal open set U with C&A (U)>&(X )&= and
U/,
n
CUn /,
n
.
V # Vn
CV=ns(CX ).
Therefore, C& is remaining. K
5.11. Corollary. Let X be a C8 ech-complete space, and let & be a
regular measure on A/Bo(X ). If &A is {-smooth, then it has a Radon exten-
sion to Bo(X).
Proof. By Corollary 3.4, & has a {-smooth Borel extension +. But X is
pre-Radon, so + is Radon. K
It follows that if X is C8 ech-complete, & is regular on A/Bo(X ), and &A
is {-smooth, then & is tight (and regular), since it has a Radon extension.
This represents a generalization of the fact that every {-smooth (hence
regular) Borel measure on X is Radon.
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6. BEHAVIOR OF THICKNESS UNDER MAPS
In this section all maps are assumed to be continuous and onto. Since
every space is the continuous image of a discrete space, thickness is not
preserved by maps. To get preservation results we need a property stronger
than continuity, so the topology of a space and its image are in some way
comparable. In this regard we shall utilize the notion of a biquotient map,
due (independently, cf. [Mi]) to O. Ha yek and E. Michael.
6.1. Definition. A map f : X  Y is biquotient if for every y # Y and
every open cover U of f &1 ( y), there is a finite subcollection [U1 , ..., Un]
such that n1 f (Ui) contains an open neighborhood of y.
For example, open maps are trivially biquotient. The proof of the next
lemma can be found in [Re3, Theorem 1.2].
6.2. Lemma. Let f : X  Y be a biquotient map. Then Cf (ns(CX))=ns(CY).
6.3. Theorem. (a) Let f : X  Y be a biquotient map. If X is thick, so
is Y.
(b) Let f : X  Y be open. If X is weakly thick, then so is Y.
Proof. (a) Suppose f : X  Y is biquotient and X is thick. Let A be an
internal subalgebra of CBo(Y), and let & be an internal charge on A. We
claim that the charge #( } ) :=&(Cf ( } )) defined on Cf &1 (A)/ CBo(X )
satisfies L(#)(ns( CX ))=L(&)(ns( CY)). Let A # A be such that ns( CX )/
Cf &1 (A). Using Lemma 6.2 we conclude that ns( CY)/A, and the claim
follows by taking infima. By the thickness of X, # has an internal Borel
extension + such that L(+)(ns(CX ))=L(#)(ns(CX )). So ’ :=+ b Cf &1 is an
internal Borel charge which extends & and satisfies
L(&)(ns(CY))L(’)(ns( CY))=L(+)( Cf &1 (ns( CY)))
L(+)(ns(CX ))=L(&)(ns( CY)).
For (b), we show that if f is open and &A is {-smooth on Y, where
A/Bo(Y), then &A ( f ( } )) is {-smooth on X. Set # :=&( f ( } )) on
B :=f &1A, so #B=&A ( f ( } )). Let U/X be open, and let C be a family of
open sets with C A X. Then f (C) A f (U), so given =>0, there exists a set
V # C with &A ( f (U))&&A ( f (V))<=. But for every set A/X, #B (A)=
#B ( f &1 ( f (A))). So #B (U)&#B (V)<= and thus, #B is {-smooth. The rest
of the proof is as in part (a). K
We finish with another extension theorem. Let X and Y be completely
regular and Hausdorff spaces, and let f : X  Y be a map. It is proven in
[Ed1, Corollary 1.5], by a selection argument, that for every tight Baire
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(hence regular) probability measure & on Y, there is a tight Baire probabil-
ity measure + on X satisfying +( f ( } ))=&( } ) whenever (a) X is _-compact,
(b) X is locally compact and f is open, (c) X is a complete metric space and
f is open. Our methods allow us to get a better result. Part (a) holds for
every K-analytic space, and on the part of & only regularity needs to be
assumed. Parts (b) and (c) are also generalized, since both locally compact
and complete metric spaces are C8 ech-complete. And of course, the conclu-
sion is valid not just for the Baire sets, but for arbitrary sub-_-algebras of
the Borel sets.
6.4. Corollary. Let f : X  Y be a map, let A/Bo(Y) be a _-algebra,
and let & be a regular finite measure on A.
(a) If X is K-analytic, then there is a Radon measure + on X such that
+ b f &1 is a Borel extension of &.
(b) If X is C8 ech-complete, f is open, and &A is {-smooth, then there
exists a Radon measure + on X such that + b f &1 is a Borel extension of &.
Proof. (a) Since &( f ( } )) on f &1A is regular, by Theorem 5.1 it has a
Radon extension + and the result follows.
(b) Set # :=&( f ( } )) on B :=f &1A. As before, # is regular and #B is
{-smooth, so the result now follows from Corollary 5.11. K
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